Welcome to this celebration of SFU authors who have published a book or book chapter during 2011. This is the fifth annual event celebrating SFU book authors sponsored by the Library. This year we are celebrating 127 works published by 107 current faculty, students, staff as well as SFU alumni and retirees. The topics covered by the authors reflect the wide range of inquiry at SFU and confirm the broad impact that our authors are having on the global community. The Library extends its congratulations to each author on their achievement.

Charles Eckman
University Librarian and Dean of Library Services

This list comprises book/chapter publications by SFU students, staff, alumni, and current and retired faculty from January 1, 2011 to December 31, 2011.

We regret any discrepancies or omissions.
Douglas W. Allen
- Professor, Department of Economics

Cheryl Amundsen


- Associate Professor, Faculty of Education

Ronda Arab
- Assistant Professor, Department of English

Lynne S. Bell
- Associate Professor, School of Criminology
Jim Bizzocchi
- Associate Professor, School of Interactive Arts and Technology (SIAT)

Martin Bouchard

- Assistant Professor, School of Criminology

Robert Boutilier
- Associate Member, Centre for Sustainable Community Development

George Bowering
- Professor Emeritus, Department of English
Enda Brophy

- Assistant Professor, School of Communication

Karen Brown

- Instructor, School of Criminology; Limited Term Lecturer, Faculty of Education

Stephen Campbell

- Associate Professor, Faculty of Education
  note: Originally published as Volume 43, Issue 1 of the Journal Educational Philosophy and Theory

Roy L. Carlson

- Professor Emeritus, Department of Archaeology

Wanda Cassidy

• Cassidy, Wanda (producer), Michael Hawley (film-maker, director and co-producer) and Özlem Sensoy (co-producer). Action for a Just Society: Law-related Education from the Ground Up [DVD]. Vancouver, Canada: Centre for Education, Law and Society, 2011.
• Associate Professor, Faculty of Education

H. Dennis Chandel
• Alumni, Department of English

Alexander Chapman
• Associate Professor and Associate Chair (Graduate), Department of Psychology
note: this book received the Association for Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies Self-Help Book Seal of Merit Award for 2011

Peter Chow-White
• Assistant Professor, School of Communication

Lenard Cohen
• Professor Emeritus, School for International Studies

Kitty K. Corbett
• Professor, Faculty of Health Sciences
John Craig
- Dean, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences; Professor, Department of History

H. Diana Cruchley
- Alumni

Leith Davis
- Professor, Department of English; Director, Centre for Scottish Studies

Eric Doherty
- Alumni, BA in Geography
Suzana Dragicevic
- Professor, Department of Geography

Jonathan C. Driver
- Vice-President, Academic and Provost

Zöe Druick
- Associate Professor, School of Communication

Kieran Egan
- Canada Research Chair, Faculty of Education

Michael Everton
- Associate Professor, Department of English

Michael Fellman
- Professor Emeritus, Department of History
James R. Field
• Alumni, TESL

Andrea Geiger
• Assistant Professor, Department of History

Carole Gerson
• Professor, Department of History

Elliot Michael Goldner
• Goldner, Elliot Michael, Emily Jenkins, Jessica Palma and Dan Bilsker. A Concise Introduction to Mental Health in Canada. Toronto, Ontario, Canada: Canadian Scholars Press, 2011.
• Professor, Faculty of Health Sciences

Farid Golnaraghi
• Director, Mechatronic Systems Engineering Program

Bonnie Gray
• Associate Professor, School of Engineering Science
David Scott Hamilton
• Alumni, Linguistics/French
  note: finalist for the 2011 Governor General’s Literary Award for French to English translation

Roger Hayter
• Professor, Department of Geography

James Heneghan
• Heneghan, James. Fit to Kill. Victoria, BC, Canada: Orca Book Publishers, 2011.
• Alumni, English Major

Kate Hennessy
• Assistant Professor, School of Interactive Arts and Technology (SIAT)

Anil Hira
• Professor, Department of Political Science
  note: theme-based special issue of a journal

Nellie Hogikyan
• Alumni, Departments of Linguistics and French
Adam O. Horvath
- Professor Emeritus, Faculty of Education

Erika Horwitz
- Director, Counselling Services

L.A. Pearl Hunt
- Alumni, Liberal Studies

Margaret Jackson
- Professor Emerita, School of Criminology

Craig R. Janes
- Professor, Faculty of Health Sciences

Bill Jeffries
• Director, Simon Fraser University Gallery

Dal Yong Jin
• Assistant Professor, School of Communication

Hugh J.M. Johnston
• Professor Emeritus, Department of History

Jo-Ann L. Johnston
• Alumni, SFU Masters Program

Veselin Jungic
• Jungic, Veselin [co-writer and producer], Marc MacLean, [co-writer], Simon Roy [Illustrator] and Andy Gavel [Director]. Small Number Counts to 100. Animated Film: English, Blackfoot, and Cree versions. Burnaby, BC, Canada: NSERC, PIMS, The IRMACS Centre, SFU Department of Mathematics, UBC Department of Mathematics, 2011.
• Jungic, Veselin [co-writer and producer], Marc MacLean, [co-writer], Simon Roy [Illustrator] and Andy Gavel

- Senior Lecturer and Adjunct Professor, Department of Mathematics; Deputy Director, IRMACS Centre

**Liesl Jurock**
- Co-op Coordinator, School of Communication

**Mary-Ellen Kelm**
- Canada Research Chair, Department of History

**Thomas Kuehn**
- Assistant Professor, Department of History
Monique Layton

- Retiree, SFU Distance Education Program Director in Criminology; Associate Director, Centre for Distance Education

Tracey L. Leacock

- Grants Facilitator, Faculty of Education; Adjunct Professor, Faculty of Education and School of Interactive Arts and Technology (SIAT); Associate Member, Cognitive Science Program

Jerry Li

- Systems Consultant, Teaching and Learning Centre; PhD Student, Faculty of Education

Paul Li

- Professor, Department of Chemistry

John Little

- Professor, Department of History
Sonja Luehrmann
• Assistant Professor, Department of Sociology and Anthropology

Andrew Mack
• Limited-Term Professor, School for International Studies

Sophie McCall
• Associate Professor, Department of English

Eugene McCann
• Associate Professor, Department of Geography

Andy T. McDonald
• Alumni

Wendy J. McFeely
• Alumni
Rob Roy McGregor
- Alumni, Executive MBA program

David Mirhady
- Associate Professor and Chair, Department of Humanities

Gina Mohammed
- Alumni, Department of Biological Sciences (PhD)

James (Jim) Montgomery
- Alumni, School of Communication

Denise Blake Oleksijczuk
- Associate Professor, School for the Contemporary Arts

Melek Ortabasi
- Assistant Professor, World Literature Program
Kathryn E. Patten
• Alumni, Faculty of Education
  note: Originally published as Volume 43, Issue 1 of the Journal Educational Philosophy and Theory

Jian Pei
• Hua, Ming and Jian Pei. Ranking Queries on Uncertain Data. USA: Springer, 2011.
• Professor, School of Computing Science
  note: Ming Hua is an SFU Graduate with a PhD

Shane Plante
• Yawnghwe, Onjana and Shane Plante. The imaginary lives of Buster Keaton. Saskatoon, SK, Canada: Jackpine Press, 2011.
• Liaison Librarian for School of Interactive Arts and Technology (SIAT) and Criminology (Surrey); Assistant Head, Fraser Library (Surrey)

Geoffrey Poitras
• Professor, Beedie School of Business Administration

Leanne Prain
• Prain, Leanne (Author) and Jeff Christenson (Photographer). Hoopla: The Art of Unexpected Embroidery. Vancouver, Canada: Arsenal Pulp Press, 2011.
• Alumni, Master of Publishing Program; Staff member, SFU Woodward’s

Judy Radul
• Associate Professor and Graduate Chair, School for the Contemporary Arts
Martine J. Reid
- Director of Research and Content, Bill Reid Gallery
  note: Bill Reid Gallery is home to the SFU Bill Reid Collection

Stuart Richmond
- Professor, Faculty of Education

Anna Lorraine Rieger McGregor
- Alumni, Executive MBA program

Mike Robinson
- Executive Director/CEO, the Bill Reid Gallery
  note: Bill Reid Gallery is home to the SFU Bill Reid Collection

Amyn Sajoo
- Sessional Instructor and Scholar-in-Residence, Centre for the Comparative Study of Muslim Societies and Cultures
Anne Salomon
- Salomon, Anne, Henry Huntington and Nick Tanape Sr. 
  Imam Cimiucia: Our Changing Sea. Fairbanks, Alaska, 
  USA: Alaska Sea Grant, 2011.
- Assistant Professor, School of Resource and 
  Environmental Management
  note: winner of Alaska Library Association’s 2012 Alaskana of the 
  Year Award

Paul Sedra
- Sedra, Paul. From Mission to Modernity: Evangelicals, 
  Reformers and Education in Nineteenth Century Egypt. 
- Associate Professor, Department of History

Ken Seigneurie
- Seigneurie, Ken. Standing by the Ruins: Elegiac 
  Humanism in Wartime and Postwar Lebanon. New York, 
- Associate Professor and Director, World Literature 
  Program; Associate member, Centre for the Comparative 
  Study of Muslim Societies and Cultures

Özlem Sensoy
- Sensoy, Özlem and Robin DiAngelo. Is Everyone Really 
  Equal?: An Introduction to Key Concepts in Social Justice 
- Cassidy, Wanda (producer), Michael Hawley (film- 
  maker, director and co-producer) and Özlem Sensoy 
  (co-producer). Action for a Just Society: Law-related 
  Education from the Ground Up [DVD]. Vancouver: Canada: 
  Centre for Education, Law and Society, 2011.
- Associate Professor, Faculty of Education

Kimary Shahin
- Shahin, Kimary. “Pharyngeals”. In Companion to 
  Phonology - 5 volumes. Marc van Oostendorp, Colin J. 
  Ewen, Elizabeth V. Hume and Keren Rice, eds. Vol. 1, 
- Adjunct Professor, Department of Linguistics
Joan Sharp
- Senior Lecturer, Department of Biological Sciences

Richard Smith
- Professor, School of Communication

Susan Smith-Josephy
- Alumni, Department of History (BA)

Sadiq Somjee
- Alumni, Computer Science

Celeste Snowber
- Associate Professor, Faculty of Education

Paul Matthew St. Pierre
- Professor, Department of English
Ian Stewart
• Alumni, Department of History

Sharon Stewart
• Alumni

Kate Tairyan
• Senior Lecturer, Faculty of Health Science

Tim Takaro
• Associate Professor, Faculty of Health Sciences

Rob Taylor
• Alumni, Department of History
  note: the manuscript for which won the 2010 Alfred G. Bailey Prize
Gary Teeple
- Professor, Department of Sociology and Anthropology

Eva van Loon
- Alumni, Masters of Liberal Studies Program

Ilya Vinkovetsky
- Associate Professor, Department of History

Kadayam S. Viswanathan
- Professor Emeritus, Department of Physics

Andres Wanner
- Lecturer, School of Interactive Arts and Technology (SIAT)

Chris Welsby
- Professor Emeritus, School for the Contemporary Arts
Tiffany Werth
- Assistant Professor, Department of English

Philip Winne
- Canada Research Chair and Professor, Faculty of Education

Hannah Wittman
- Assistant Professor, Department of Sociology and Anthropology

Yuezhi Zhao
- Canada Research Chair and Professor, School of Communication
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